The Measured Move in Crude Oil
By Blake Robben (Sept 19)
In this article I will highlight the upcoming measured move in December Crude Oil.
What is the Measured Move Pattern?
The measured move pattern is a chart pattern that states that a market has the tendency to move in
a similar price structure based on how it moved recently. It is not just the price distance that should
be the same, but also the time needed to reproduce the same move should be approximately the
same. The measured move technique can be found in all markets and in all time intervals.
Please contact me if you have any questions. Good Day and Trade Well My Friends!
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My many years of trading futures markets does make a difference. Feel free to call or email me if
you have any questions.
I can be reached at 312.242.7990 and via
blake.robben@archerfinancials.com.
If you are interested in opening an account with Blake, go to our interactive New Account application at
Open An Account. It is fast, saves on postage and it’s green.
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